
 
 
BAM and creative partner R/GA launch redesigned and 
expanded BAM.org  
 
Drawing inspiration from 150 years of artistic innovation, 
cutting-edge website refresh for nation’s oldest performing arts 
center makes official debut in tandem with public ticket on-sale 
for highly anticipated production of Einstein on the Beach 
 
Brooklyn, NY/August 13, 2012—BAM unveils a newly redesigned and 
expanded website, BAM.org, created pro bono by world-renowned digital 
agency R/GA in collaboration with BAM’s in-house web team. Conceived 
and executed during BAM’s 150th anniversary celebration, the redesign, 
which debuted in beta form earlier this summer, makes its official debut as 
tickets for the trailblazing opera Einstein on the Beach go on sale. The new 
BAM.org seeks to digitally illuminate the institution’s new mission 
statement—to be the home for adventurous artists, audiences, and ideas—
while continuing to artfully highlight the work it presents on its stages and 
screens and improve intuitive functionality for audience members and ticket 
buyers.  
 
Highlights 
 

 Emphasis on editorial curation incorporates archival assets and 
original content via seamless integration of the acclaimed BAM blog, 
which has been featured as a New Yorker “Digital Pick of the Week” 
and in The Wall Street Journal’s “Culture City Online” column 

 Expanded video and social media content allows site visitors to 
sample the BAM experience from any location via high-quality video 
produced in-house; comments on individual event pages build 
community by aggregating and integrating conversations taking 
place in social media and allowing visitors to link directly to 
Facebook and Twitter 

 New vertical navigation allows site visitors to view the full range of 
BAM programming and events on a single landing page for the first 
time 

 Expanded BAM Education offerings foregrounded via prominent 
“front-page” placement and rich content (photo galleries, 
comprehensive program information, and resources for parents, 
teachers, and students) 

 Increased focus on photography—inspired by BAM’s archive of 
posters by prominent visual artists and creative print materials—
creates an immersive visual experience 

 Dedicated artist section highlighting past and present BAM artists 
provides valuable context for the work they do on and beyond BAM 
stages, underscoring the institution’s unique connection with and 
commitment to its artists: BAM.org/artists



The BAM site redesign was overseen by acclaimed New York-based digital agency R/GA, which 
supplied visual and interaction design and strategy for user experience. BAM’s digital media team 
provided original content and built the site with BAM’s IT department. Bob Greenberg, R/GA’s 
Founder, Chairman, and CEO, has served on BAM's board of trustees since 1997. R/GA's generous 
design services during this phase were provided in-kind to BAM, a non-profit institution. 
 
BAM Director of Digital Media Stephen Litner said, “With this launch I believe that for the first time 
BAM’s website realizes the creative, exciting, and artistic essence of the BAM experience.” 
 
 “We could not be more proud of our long-standing relationship with BAM and we are happy to be a 
part of re-imagining their digital presence on the web,” said R/GA’s Founder, Chairman, and CEO Bob 
Greenberg. “The launch of the new BAM.org will allow easy navigation to all of BAM's programming, 
and provide a wealth of content on events in addition to integrating social conversations and beautiful 
multimedia experiences as well." 
 
About R/GA 
R/GA is a full-service agency that transforms the way people interact with brands. Founded in 1977, 
R/GA has been heavily awarded for its work in film, television, and digital advertising, including online 
and offline, across mobile, retail, social, technology, and creative. The agency has more than 1,000 
employees globally, with offices in New York, Chicago, San Francisco, London, São Paolo, Buenos 
Aires, Stockholm, and Singapore. R/GA is part of The Interpublic Group (NYSE:IPG), one of the 
world’s largest advertising and marketing services organizations. For more information on R/GA, 
please visit us on Facebook and Twitter. 
 
About BAM 
Brooklyn Academy of Music’s (BAM’s) mission is to be the home for adventurous artists, audiences, 
and ideas. America’s oldest performing arts institution, it is recognized internationally for innovative 
dance, music, and theater programming—including its renowned Next Wave Festival. BAM also 
features an acclaimed repertory film program, literary and visual art events, and extensive educational 
programs. The institution is led by President Karen Brooks Hopkins and Executive Producer Joseph V. 
Melillo. 
 
For information contact Adriana Leshko at 718.724.8021 or aleshko@BAM.org 
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